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Sneath's Mill, Lutton Gowts, Long Sutton, Lincolnshire
Schedule of Urgent Works

Refer also to drawings, Preliminaries, Materials and Workmanship

No. Item Description Cost

General

G.01
Prior to any work commencing on site take a photographic schedule of the
condition of all areas around the proposed works including the interior etc. This
must also include the access road and gate, and all of the objects relating to the
mill which are on site, including the windshaft and the other elements which are
to be found in the open bayed shed. Allow for a minimum of 72 annotated
photographs. Provide two hard copies (minimum size 100mm x 150mm) and
two digital sets on CD’s in Jpeg format to the Contract Administrator.

G.02 Allow for general setting up of site at commencement of work

G.03 The mill tower sits on its own historic mound. In order to allow safe access to
carry out repairs to the tower, import sufficient clean hardcore material to the
site in order to provide a ramp up to the mound The precise location, width and
gradient of this access ramp is up to the main contractor. However it must be
positioned in such a way that it does not cause any damage to the windshaft,
which is located close to the mound on the south side of the mill. (See Plate 1)
The imported material should be laid on a geotextile membrane so that it can be
cleared away relatively easily.

G.03 Provide any necessary temporary guarding around the edge of the mound
which may be required for operational safety

G.04 Allow for an initial on site meeting with the architect, engineer and English
Heritage after the interior of the mill has had a basic clean out, but before the
internal scaffolding is to be erected.

G.05 Provide generator and lights for safe internal working capable of extending to
full height of tower and to more than one level at a time.

G.06 Provide all samples referred to in the Materials and Workmanship specification

G.07 Allow at completion for the removal of the ramp material and making good.
(Note this may be required to be left on site, so ensure that this item is priced
separately and indicate if there is to be an extra charge for leaving the material

behind £_________________)

G.08 On completion leave the site clean and tidy and secure.
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2.00 Scaffolding and propping works

2.01 Provide all external access scaffolding, platforms and means of vertical access,
ladders, mobile towers, safety and weather enclosures where appropriate for
the execution of the works. The scaffold is not permitted to take any fixings into
the structure. Include for up to 10 weeks hire, erection and dismantling
charges..

2.02 Provide internal access scaffold, which is allow the pigeon guano to be cleaned
off the high level elements. The scaffold will also provide support to the internal
floor structure at all levels, in place of timber props currently insitu. The price
given in the cost column should include to the cost of erection, the cost of all
access ladders and boarding, etc., the costs for hire for 12 months and the cost
for dismantling. [Include here the cost for an additional 1 months hire ( not to be
carried forward) £__________________

2.03 Include here for the cost of an additional one month's hire. [£____________-]

Not to be carried forward

2.04 Include here for the cost of purchasing in full the internal scaffolding and all

associated materials. [£______________] Not to be carried forward

2.05 Include here for the cost of dismantling [£__________________] Not to be

carried forward

3.00 Enabling works

3.01 Clear away all guano internally from floor and off all higher level floor levels,
once internal scaffold in place and using appropriate PPE. Ensure all existing
timber props remain fully supported as work proceeds. Ensure that any loose
fabric or objects found on the floors, which may appear to be part of the mill
fabric or mill machinery, are set aside for examination and not discarded as part
of the detritus. If in doubt, set aside. The removal of the guano is to be
undertaken or overseen by a pest control company specialising in this type of
work, with containers to take the waste to a disposal site licensed to take such
waste. This work must be undertaken very carefully to ensure that no damage
results to the mill machinery which remains within, and all operatives must be
informed of the importance of these features in advance of the works being
undertaken. .

3.02 Ensure no pigeons are nesting within the tower and temporarily stop up all
holes to prevent them regaining access during the works. Provide also
temporary cover at roof level. ( Note if any pigeons are nesting, these must be
removed using a handler licensed by Natural England)

3.03 Cut back all live vegetation growth growing out of the fabric of the building and
kill with appropriate vegetation killer such as Garlon 4, available from Nomix-
Chipman Ltd, Portland Building, Portland Street, Staple Hill, Bristol BS16 4PS
or similar approved. Allow to remove all dead vegetation on Mill currently. Do
not pull off any vegetation or ivy which is rooted into the fabric and where doing
so might cause damage to the fabric.
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3.04 Once high level access is in place externally and internally allow time for
Architect, accompanied by Engineer, Millwright or Industrial Archaeologist as
necessary to visit, inspect and advise on high level details. The opportunity is
also to be provided to the Local Authority officer to inspect if required. Time
must be allowed for one week’s notice of this inspection to be provided so that
this can be arranged. The recording works which follow may take up to two
weeks during which time attendance should be provided by the main contractor
including lights.

3.05
Carefully set aside any loose elements of building fabric, or especially
vulnerable items which may have been agreed should be removed at the high
level inspection. These should be stored within the building or taken to a local
safe store which has been agreed in advance with the Trust and the Local
Planning Authority. Any building fabric items, including boards, timbers etc.,
which it is agreed should be moved, shall be itemised, photographed and a
record provided to the Employer/CA including the position which they have
been removed from. Allow for up to 50 annotated photographs, as clause G.01.

4.00 Repair works

4.01 When high level access is available allow to remove remains of temporary roof
and dispose of from site. Arrange for a joint inspection with architect, structural
engineer and English Heritage/Local Authority to assess extent of repairs
necessary. The emphasis will be on retaining as much as possible of the
existing fabric whilst ensuring that a stable base can be provided for the new
temporary roof. Note that there may be the remains of a timber plate or kerb

which must not be removed until the inspection has been undertaken and the

item recorded.

4.02 Photographs are to be taken prior to work commencing on this element and
provided to the CA/Employer as part of the record. The rebuilt work must
precisely match the details found at high level in terms of the corbelled and dog
toothed brickwork and also follow the precise bonding pattern. For the
purposes of tendering allow to carefully take down the top four courses
including all dogtoothing. Set aside half of the bricks and clean for reuse.
Dispose of the remainder. Allow to rake out by hand and carefully repoint, in
full up, to three courses below, on both external and internal faces of tower, and
include for minor in situ brickwork repairs. Then rebuild the 4 courses over to
match existing details, bedded and repointed in lime mortar as specification,
reusing the saved bricks to the lower two courses and using new handmade
bricks for the two upper courses. .

4.03 Supply and construct new temporary roof as drawing 10245?A3 SK01. Ensure
that gaps are galvanised wire meshed to prevent pigeon access.

4.04 Provide 2 No Acrow props with timber head plate and wedges to support first
floor timber extending out from north wall over second blocked door opening.
Provide 2 No diagonal raked Acrow props extending up to support lintel over
door in north wall where partially collapsed and to prevent brickwork over
collapsing into the Mill. These props will be purchased by the Trust so that they
can remain in position until the full repair works can commence.
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4.05 Allow to drill bearing ends of all window lintels to check for soundness. Where
decay is identified, allow to prop existing timber lintels with 2 No. vertical
timbers and a timber head and sole plate. There are two windows at ground
level and four at two further levels above. Assume for tender that four windows
require propping. [Provide here the additional cost per window for propping

£________________ not to be carried forward ]

4.06 Allow to remove all existing ply coverings to window openings. Replace with
new treated 50 by 50mm battens plugged and screwed to brickwork, to provide
frame for new 18mm thick WBP ply covering. Provide vent holes, to be no
larger than 25mm diameter.

4.07 Remove existing frame and ply door. Provide temporary support to date stone
and brickwork above to allow for the removal of the four courses of common
brickwork, the header course above the door and the failed iron flat plate that
formerly supported this brickwork. Dispose of from site. Allow also to take out
up to twelve bricks to the right of the modern brickwork, also above door head
level, that are set in hard cement mortar. Allow to clean down and set aside for
reuse if possible. ( Refer to Plate 2)

4.08 Examine the brickwork at the door head to either side of the door opening, and
rake out defective mortar for repointing in with the replacement brickwork. Allow
to carefully remove one brick to each side to provide a bearing position for a
new stainless steel flat plate, 12mm thick and 120mm wide, 200mm longer than
the opening width, which is to be inserted with min. 100mm bearing to each
side in order to support the replacement brickwork above the door. The plate is
to be etched and primed and then coated with three coats of Rustins matt black
paint prior to insertion.

4.09 Rebuild the brickwork above the door, using new handmade brickwork to
approved sample, in matching bond to course in with adjacent brickwork. Tie to
brickwork at back, using Ancon stainless steel starter ties at 450mm centres
vertically and horizontally. Tighten upper joint using slate. Rake back bedding
mortar and then repoint along with the retained brickwork previously raked out,
to either side.

4.10 Allow as an alternative to 4.09 allow to take down and rebuild the whole
triangle of brickwork including the date stone, that is directly above the door.
This all appears to have dropped with the datestone. Include for replacing the
commons as above and for replacing 50% of the original brickwork, all with new
handmade bricks set in lime mortar onto the steel plate with Ancon ties as

described above. [£_________________________] not to be carried forward

4.10 Replace the existing frame and door with new treated softwood frame and
ledged and braced planked door, complete with 2 strap hinges, and traditional
lock in timber case as shown on drawing 151-05. Fully prime and paint with
Dulux Weathershield system.
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Summary Sheet

Preliminaries Generally

A40/110 Management and Staff

A41/110 Site Accommodation

A42/110 Services Facilities

A43/110 Mechanical Plant

A44/110 Temporary works

A54/110 Provisional Sums for Defined Work

A54/310 Provisional Sum ( specialist subcontractors)

A54/310 Contingency

A55/155 Dayworks

Total from Page1

Total from Page 2

Total from Page 3

Total from Page 4

Total from Preliminaries

Total to form of tender
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